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Hassaniya Arabic transcript: 
 

�:إ��أة�� &9"8 67 5"ق ا#23.  ذرك أ-,+ و ه)ا ا#'&اد ا#"! � �� و ،&و 7?<6 ;="ت ; ,+ :هA 8 ;="ت",B� 
�C;&و #�D"دو �'Cاو E���F#ا G>آ &IJ#ا ��IJ?"8 ب�#G;N. بLJ اK.  أ7, ��Cب : �7�9 Eب،"#"O� E# 6P� G;N#ا  ... �:ه

�C;&و #E&IJ#و #، ا&;C�5� 67 ا#IJ& و �E "5"Q أ�I#5<? ا�د آ�R � E 6>SOD,7راه" و ا#� R�د 7�هL آ�E 6>SOD,7 ?>5ا#
�D�ودو #E#ا ��2S" أ: �Y'" أت�ي 5� ا#J>I�ن . F�LT?7 UF# أ7,&IJ#ا U2D- E>5 د"Dدو8 أ#<6 ت&�5� أ#� ;COOر# ا،و �I#ا C 

Eب ب&Q?; "ي ،ه�أت Eب ب&Q?; CO;  ... 8وز&�[ ب&د بE أ#�  ا#بE ا#IJ& :ه� ;'Cا ;?5>&Q� R�د ا#COر أ#� آ[#إذرك أ
 �5� 67 ا...  ا#IJ&  ;'&د أ7�ل ه" آ�N7E67 E>5ال ^�#... ه" 7� Q?;&ب 9�7�I#ر اCO#ا E>5 د�R �#IJ& و ذر;` :ه

�C;&و #EUجC#ي ز;6.  ا�د أت"D; و ز;6 و&b?7 د"D; UجC#ا E>5 د"Dي. 7?<6 ت�أت "'Y��'Cاو  �ه)ا ا#I�س  ... ذرك :ه
eّ9 6;س ز�آ Kرك ا�ىت'"SJ2#ا �  .  ه)ا آ�س ز;676 :ه� ;&وز 67 أت�ي؟ .  آ�س ز;6، و 5

 
 
English translation: 
 
Woman: Now the pot has boiled and this is the middle cup… After it has boiled, we take 
it off the fire and let it sit for a while and then add some sugar to it just like the previous 
cup. Bismillah1… And because it is hot, we have to hold it with zif, we call it zif. Now we 
will add sugar. We add the needed amount of sugar – if two spoons are enough, that is 
good and if two spoons are not enough, we add some more… We keep… aaa… what is it 
called? We keep pouring the tea into the cups and pouring it back until it has enough 
sugar – just the amount that makes it drinkable… that makes tea drinkable… Now we 
will taste it and see if it has enough sugar… It still needs to cool down, otherwise it has 
enough sugar. Now it has enough sugar and we make more dadja because when it has 
dadja, it looks nice. And so, now we will pour the tea into the cups. This cup is a very 
tasty cup… A very tasty cup… Would anyone like to try the tea? Pass the cups… This is 
a very tasty cup. 
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1 Bismillah: In the Name of Allah: An Arabic expression used before starting something. 
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